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The Golden Quill
Robots Rule!
Combining Robotics with our topic studies all of the children have been
creating some amazing robot pathways, each telling a story of a different
living animal. Ethan has chosen his robot to mimic an echidna’s movements while Archer’s robot is programmed to act like a kiwi! Our kindy
students are also having fun with the robots – Allison’s has her robot
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moving like a shark while Imogen’s robot moves like a cat!
Gardening Goodies
Yay! Despite the cooler weather we’ve been back in the school garden –
naturally studying living things! We’ve planted some tomatoes, peas,
sunflowers and incredible glass corn. With our school glasshouse we’re
hoping for a great start for our seedlings.
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CSUS
This week we warmly invited Rachel Leary and Theressa Miles
into our school to help support our work through a CSUS project
(Collaborative Support for Unique Settings). The initiative supported
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by the Department of Education will enable our school to work closely
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with nearby small schools to enhance mathematics teaching and
learning. I’m really quite excited about the potential that the program
has in ensuring our school remains focussed on supporting student
growth and success in Maths.
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READY SET WRITE - IN THE BARN
In the barn I would see a web. I saw Templeton scratching at the ground, it sounded like a chain saw.
The swallows jumping on the roof made a loud sound on the metal. Wilbur was sleeping on my lap.
Hudson Y2
I could see a horse eating hay chomp, chomp, chomp and a spider scared the horse. Allison K

”Make Every Day Count”
IN THE
LIBRARY

In the barn a warm, sweet smell from the fresh hay blows around.

The goslings peck their way out of the shell. The sheep chew their cud
and look around with their moon like eyes.
The cow’s bell twinkles in the sun and makes a
sound like music. The brown horse moves about
it’s small pen slowly. A brown rat scuttles across
the old hay. A big hairy spider makes her web slowly and carefully,
flies buzz around making the fat, lazy pig sleep. The birds fly fast, in and
out of the barn, making chirping sounds. The furry bees buzz about in
the long grass collecting sweet nectar from sweet
scented flowers that blow about in the wind.
The apples fall from the apple tree and land with a
thud. The kids laugh and jump about hiding and giggling in the long grass, night falls and all the animals slowly go to sleep
completed by the noisy crickets chirping. Beth Y6
I could see a cow rubbing her back in the barn and I also saw a
woodpecker. Wilbur was scratching on the wood, the sheep were baaing
in the paddock and Mrs Zuckerman was yelling.
“Come pig”. “Can you be my friend?” said Wilbur.
Ellyse Y1
In the barn I see the goose, the cow, Charlotte and her web and
Wilbur. Rat was being naughty, worse than before. It was a bad day.
Archer Y1
I could see a sheep playing with it’s lamb,
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the horse with it’s foal lying in the hay and Wilbur

READY SET WRITE

- CONTINUED…..

was playing with Fern. Imogen K
In the barn I could see Wilbur and Charlotte and the
mean sheep. The animals were so noisy. Ethan Y1
In the barn I could see sheep eating the hay.
I saw Wilbur snuffling in the hay and the cows
running as fast as they could. I heard Wilbur sleeping
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Living
World
Our final lessons and

in the manure pile. Lurvy was eating his lunch. Hunter Y3

projects for our term

I could see a horse in the barn, it was sleeping. It

topic of Living World

would sleep every day and it would not wake up.

are well underway.

Telisha Y1

Our primary students

FABULOUS FRIDAYS

have started on their

WITH MRS SMYTH

Our Little Digger Adalyn had a wonderful time last Friday with
Mrs Smyth and the Hill End Public School students.

projects on extinct
animals – Hudson has
chosen his favourite
animal the velociraptor,

They created some amazing mixed up animals which gave

Hunter is studying the

everyone a laugh. Their masterpieces are now hanging proudly in

dodo, Eddie has chosen

the classroom! Well done kids.

to research T-Rex while
Beth has finished her
project on Megalodon!
These projects allow
students to develop
strong research and
publishing skills.
Our infant students

have been learning
about Australian
Sea Lions and baby
animals.
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ZOOM with
Glen Alice
PS Students

HEALTH CLINIC NEWS
The next GP clinic will be 13th September, to book
please call OCHRE on 6331 9444.
If you need home visits, wound care, health check or
medication delivery please contact Ambulatory Care 6330 5211.
Stay Safe everyone, Nurse Fiona

Lesson with Ms Miles
Students enjoyed their World writing
event on cities lesson with Ms Miles
last Tuesday. Ms Miles was at school
for Collaborative Support for Unique
Settings (CSUS)

Ethan Mobbs 4

huge improvement in writing

Hunter Rayner - consistent effort
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